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Overview

Call Number: SCM0013

Creator: Ceideburg, Holly Hansen.

Title: Holly Hansen Ceideburg class papers

Dates: 1938

Physical Description: 0.02 Linear feet (1 folder)

Summary: Class papers for Art Appreciation regarding selected private art collections in California, Stanford University, Spring 1938.

Language(s): The materials are in English.

Repository: Department of Special Collections and University Archives

Green Library
557 Escondido Mall
Stanford, CA 94305-6064
Email: specialcollections@stanford.edu
Phone: (650) 725-1022
URL: http://library.stanford.edu/spc/university-archives

Cite As
Holly Hansen Ceideburg Class Papers (SCM0013). Dept. of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Biographical/Historical Sketch
Stanford Alumnae Holly Hansen graduated in 1940.

Description of the Collection
Class papers for Art Appreciation regarding selected private art collections in California, Stanford University, Spring 1938.

Access Terms
Ceideburg, Holly Hansen.

Stanford University. Department of Art. Students.

Art, American--Study and teaching.

Student papers.

Box 1

Class papers